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Dit is het begin van een werk van lange adem: de verhalen, 
de verbanden en het wel en wee reconstrueren van een 
groep families, die hun familienaam gemeenschappelijk 
hebben – Coolsaet. Wellicht kent deze familienaam 
geen unieke geboorteplek, en werd deze op verspreide 
plaatsen gelijktijdig gemeengoed. Maar de migratie, met 
name naar Frankrijk en de Verenigde Staten, van 
families met deze naam lijkt daarentegen wel een unieke 
bron te hebben: het zuidwesten van Vlaanderen, België.
De oorsprong van familienamen achterhalen, is steeds een 
hachelijke onderneming. Onzekerheid is troef en 
betwistingen talrijk. De naam Coolsaet zou teruggaan 
tot het Hoogduitse kolsaat en het Middelhoogduitse 
kôlsât en kôlsâme. Vanaf het jaar 1000, wanneer 
toenamen steeds vaker ingeburgerd raakten in de 
Vlaamse steden, werd deze naam aanvankelijk wellicht 
gegeven aan een handelaar in granen en zaden en 
wellicht in het bijzonder aan een verkoper van ‘het zaad 
van de koolplant’ – coleseed in het Engels, semences de 
choux in het Frans. Maar van bij het begin lijkt de naam 
Coolsaet ook specifiek te verwijzen naar een verkoper 
of teler van koolzaad, een felgele bloem waaruit olie 
geperst wordt (en die tot dezelfde familie behoort als de 
koolplant). Het Engelse woord hiervoor is rapeseed, al 
wordt soms ook field mustard gebruikt. Het Franse 
colza stamt af van het Nederlandse equivalent.
De oudste verwijzing naar een concrete persoon met de 
naam Coolsaet dateert van 1285. Een Brugs document 
uit dat jaar verwijst naar een Coelzaeds hove in het 
nabijgelegen Dudzele, die het eigendom zou kunnen 
zijn van een Boudin (Boudewijn) Coelsaet. Vanaf dat 
ogenblik beginnen vermeldingen van deze naam toe te 
nemen, vooral in het Graafschap Vlaanderen, maar ook 
in Brussel, Luik en Zeeland.
Vermoedelijk zijn alle Coolsaet families dus niet terug te 
voeren tot een en dezelfde geografische locatie. De 
toenaam werd ongetwijfeld gelijktijdig in verscheidene 
plaatsen aan personen en families gegeven, soms ook 
met verschillende spelling: Coelsaet, Coolzaet, Koolzaed, 
Colsaet, Colzaerts, Kohlsaat.
Maar als we kijken naar de diaspora van de familienaam 
met de specifieke schrijfwijze Coolsaet, dan lijken de 
beschikbare archivalia aan te geven dat de wortels van 
deze families alle teruggrijpen naar een en dezelfde 
streek: het zuidwesten van Vlaanderen. Deze diaspora 
lijkt te zijn begonnen in het midden van de negentiende 
eeuw, eerst naar het nabijgelegen Frankrijk en pas een 
halve eeuw later, bij het begin van de 20ste eeuw, naar 
de Verenigde Staten. Het gaat niet om grote aantallen 
– zeker in vergelijking met meer gebruikelijke 
familienamen. Dat maakt dit project meteen ook 
doenbaar – maar niet minder fascinerend als het gezien 
wordt als een verhaal van smart en pijn, hoop en 
successen van mensen die op een gegeven ogenblik 
beslissen hun lot te verbeteren door naar een ander land 
uit te wijken. Het verhaal van de Coolsaet families, 
geprojecteerd in de stroom des tijds als het ware.
Stamboomonderzoek kent vele onzekerheden en 
onbekenden. Informatie is vaak schaars, soms 
ontoereikend en meestal onvolledig. Dat geldt ook voor 
de levensverhalen in deze Kroniek. De tijd en de 
aandachtige lezer zullen er ongetwijfeld toe bijdragen 
om dat wat thans voor u ligt, gaandeweg aan te vullen 
en te verbeteren. 
Voyage to America is de eerste stap in wat wil uitmonden in 
een Kroniek van de Coolsaet families. Deze eerste stap 
werd mogelijk gemaakt door de steun en medewerking 
van velen. Ik wil in het bijzonder de vrijwilligers van 
‘Dadingisila’ bedanken, de dynamische en enthousiaste 
heemkundige kring van de gemeente Dadizele, in 
West-Vlaanderen. Ze komen verderop in deze Kroniek 
nog aan bod. Ik vermeld meer speciaal: Daisy Decoene, 
Noël Devos, Xavier Monteyne en Alma Samyn. Peter 
Van Ammel, medewerker van het Stadsarchief van 
Kortrijk, heeft mij een heel eind op weg geholpen met 
zijn opzoekingen in het stadsarchief. Dominique 
Verhaeghe van het gemeentearchief van Wevelgem 
heeft me geholpen om klaar te zien wat Gullegem 
betreft. Cheryl Heckla van de Genealogical Society of 
Flemish Americans in Detroit was bijzonder behulpzaam 
met informatie uit de databank van de GSFA en uit de 
Gazette van Detroit. Tot slot nog een woord van dank 
aan Jennifer Holvoet, voor de precieuze details over het 
wedervaren van de Coolsaet-Holvoet-familie in 
Colorado.
De migratie naar Frankrijk is nu de volgende stap. Dit deel 
zal in het Frans verschijnen. Intussen gaat ook het 
onderzoek naar de vele Coolsaet families in België door. 
Op het einde van de rit zal de opbouw van deze 
Kroniek van de Coolsaet families er ongeveer zo uitzien:
INLEIDING
DE OORSPRONG VAN
EEN FAMILIENAAM
I De Coolsaet families in België / Les Coolsaet
en Belgique / The Coolsaet families in Belgium
II Les Coolsaet en France
III Voyage to America
1 The Coolsaet emigrants
2 The larger picture – Belgian migration to the U.S.
3 Family backgrounds – Their ancestors’ life
4 Settling in a new home country
5 The Coolsaet migration to America Looking back
IV Coolsaet in the wider world
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Ceci est le début d’un travail de longue haleine : 
reconstituer et relater les liens, les histoires et le destin 
de familles qui ont en commun le même patronyme : 
Coolsaet. Ce patronyme n’aurait pas pour origine un 
seul et unique lieu; au contraire, il serait apparu en 
même temps en différents endroits. Cependant 
l’émigration de familles portant ce nom vers la France 
et les Etats-Unis semble, elle, avoir une seule et même 
source: le sud-ouest de la Flandre en Belgique actuelle.
Rechercher l’origine d’un patronyme n’est jamais chose 
aisée, parce qu’elle se perd dans le brouillard du passé, 
où les informations sont souvent absentes et les 
certitudes rares. Le patronyme Coolsaet serait issu du 
vieux haut allemand (allemand ancien) kolsaat et de ses 
dérivations kôlsât et kôlsâme. Vers l’an 1000, époque où 
les sobriquets commencèrent à être attribués 
couramment dans les villes flamandes, celui-ci fut 
probablement utilisé pour désigner un grainetier, un 
négociant en graines et semences, plus particulièrement 
en semences de choux – het zaad van de koolplant. Mais, 
dans le même temps, ce nom semble aussi désigner plus 
spécifiquement un vendeur ou un cultivateur de colza, 
cette plante à fleurs jaunes de la grande famille des 
brassicacées ou crucifères (la même que les choux), dont 
on extrait de l’huile. L’équivalent en anglais est, dans ce 
cas, rapeseed ou encore field mustard. Le français colza a 
donc la même origine étymologique que son équivalent 
néerlandais.
La mention la plus ancienne d’une personne du nom de 
Coolsaet remonte à 1285. C’est un document brugeois 
qui mentionne une Coelzaeds hove (ferme), dans les 
environs de Dudzele, dont le propriétaire s’appellerait 
Boudin (Baudouin) Coelsaet. A partir de ce moment des 
mentions du nom se multiplient, surtout dans le Comté 
de Flandre, mais également à Bruxelles, Liège et en 
Zélande. Il semble donc probable que toutes les familles 
Coolsaet ne proviennent pas d’un même lieu 
géographique. Le patronyme a, sans aucun doute, été 
attribué à des personnes et des familles, en même temps 
et en des lieux différents, mais avec parfois des 
orthographes alternatives : Coelsaet, Coolzaet, Koolzaed, 
Colsaet, Colzaerts, Kohlsaat.
Mais si on s’en tient à la diaspora du seul patronyme 
Coolsaet, les archives disponibles semblent confirmer 
que ses racines se trouvent dans la même région : le 
sud-ouest de la Flandre belge. Cette diaspora aurait 
débuté au milieu du 19e siècle, d’abord vers la France 
toute proche, et ensuite, environ un demi-siècle plus 
tard seulement, vers les Etats-Unis. Si l’on compare avec 
d’autres patronymes, l’émigration des Coolsaet ne 
touche pas un grand nombre de familles. Ce qui rend ce 
projet d’autant plus envisageable mais non moins 
fascinant, lorsqu’on l’imagine à travers les difficultés, les 
espoirs et les succès de personnes qui, un moment 
donné, décident d’améliorer leur sort en s’exilant ou 
sont contraintes de s’exiler. L’histoire des familles 
Coolsaet comme fil rouge pour appréhender les 
migrations des gens depuis la nuit des temps… 
La recherche généalogique est pleine d’incertitudes et de 
lacunes. L’information est souvent rare, parfois 
inexistante et la plupart du temps incomplète. Cela vaut 
aussi pour ces Chroniques. Le temps et des lecteurs 
attentifs ou mieux informés auront sans aucun doute à 
cœur de compléter et de corriger ce que vous avez 
maintenant sous les yeux.
Voyage to America est la première étape de ce qui doit 
devenir les Chroniques des familles Coolsaet. C’est grâce 
au soutien et à la collaboration de plusieurs personnes 
qu’elle a pu être réalisée. Je voudrais remercier tout 
particulièrement les bénévoles de ‘Dadingisila’, le cercle 
de généalogie dynamique et enthousiaste de la 
commune de Dadizele en Flandre Occidentale.
 Je souhaite mentionner plus spécialement ici : Daisy 
Decoene, Noël Devos, Xavier Monteyne et Alma 
Samyn. Peter Van Ammel, collaborateur des Archives 
de la ville de Courtrai, et Dominique Verhaeghe,
 des archives de la commune de Wevelgem m’ont tous 
deux aidé à voir clair dans les informations concernant 
les communes de Bissegem, Menin, Gullegem et 
Wevelgem. Cheryl Heckla du Genealogical Society of 
Flemish Americans à Detroit m’a apporté une aide 
précieuse issue des données de la GSFA et de la Gazette 
van Detroit.Un dernier mot de remerciement enfin,
 à Jennifer Holvoet, pour les informations précieuses sur 
les familles Coolsaet et Holvoet au Colorado.
L’étape suivante aura pour sujet la migration des Coolsaet 
vers la France. Cette partie sera rédigée en français. 
Entretemps, la recherche relative aux nombreuses 
familles Coolsaet en Belgique se poursuivra. La table des 
matières de la version finale devrait être à peu de choses 
près celle-ci :
INTRODUCTION
LES ORIGINES
D’UN NOM DE FAMILLE
I Les Coolsaet en Belgique / De Coolsaet
families in België / The Coolsaet families in Belgium
II Les Coolsaet en France
III Voyage to America
1 The Coolsaet emigrants
2 The larger picture – Belgian migration to the U.S.
3 Family backgrounds – Their ancestors’ life
4 Settling in a new home country
5 The Coolsaet migration to America Looking back
IV Coolsaet in the wider world
This is the beginning of a long-term venture to tell the 
histories and the diaspora of a group of families that 
share the same family name – Coolsaet. This surname 
almost certainly popped up simultaneously at different 
locations. But the diaspora of the surname probably 
started in the plains of Flanders, the northwestern part 
of what is now Belgium. This project aims at tracing 
the life stories of the Coolsaet individuals and families 
involved, to feel the pulse of their journey and to 
project their personal voyage into the wider 
background of the events of their times. A family’s 
journey in the stream of time, so to speak.
As is often the case with family names, the origin of the 
name Coolsaet disappears into the mist of time and 
certainty is relative. But according to etymologists, the 
name Coolsaet goes back to the Old High German 
word kolsaat and its later modifications kôlsât and 
kôlsâme. Around the year 1000, when the use of 
surnames became standard practice in Flemish cities, 
the word was probably introduced to refer to a trader 
in grains and seeds, in particular of coleseed (the seed of 
the common rape or cole) but also more specifically to 
a producer or seller of koolzaad or rapeseed, a bright 
yellow flower, used to produce oil (hence it is 
sometimes referred to as field mustard). The French 
word colza derives from its Dutch equivalent.
The oldest mention of an actual individual with this name 
dates back to 1285. A document of the City of Bruges 
mentions a Coelsaed’s farmstead in nearby Dudzele, 
possibly belonging to a person called Boudin (Baldwin) 
Coelsaet. From that moment onwards, references to this 
name in documents start to increase, in particular in the 
County of Flanders, but also in Brussels, Liège and 
Zeeland (the westernmost part of the Netherlands).
Hence it is unlikely that all Coolsaet families have sprung 
from the same geographical location. At different 
locations people must have started to use the name 
simultaneously. In addition, varying spellings of the 
name can be found: Coelsaet, Coolzaet, Koolzaed, 
Colsaet, Colzaerts, Kohlsaat. 
However, when turning to the diaspora of families with the 
specific surname of Coolsaet, available historical 
evidence seems to suggest that the roots of all of them 
reach back to the same region: the plains of Flanders, 
the northwestern part of what is now Belgium. The 
Coolsaet diaspora appears to have started around the 
mid-1800s, first to nearby France. Migration to the 
United States followed in the early 20th century. The 
numbers involved are very small, compared to more 
widely disseminated surnames. This makes the project 
at hand all the more achievable – but no less fascinating 
as to what it learns us on the pains, pitfalls and successes 
of people migrating since time immemorial.
Genealogical research is fraught with uncertainties and 
unknowns. Information is often scarce, sometimes 
circumstantial and seldom complete. This also goes for 
the life stories presented in these Chronicles. Time and 
attentive readers will without doubt contribute to 
correcting errors that might have slipped in the text and 
to connect some dots.
The story of the Coolsaet voyage to America is the first 
step in what ultimately might become the Chronicles of 
the Coolsaet families. This first stage was made possible 
thanks to the gracious support of a number of people.
 I would like to express my gratitude to the volunteers 
of ‘Dadingisila’, the very dynamic local history group 
in Dadizele, in West Flanders. They will also be 
mentioned later on in the Chronicles. I thank in 
particular: Daisy Decoene, Noël Devos, Xavier 
Monteyne and Alma Samyn. Peter Van Ammel of the 
Kortrijk (Courtrai) city archives has been of great help 
in digging into the archives of Kortrijk and its vicinity. 
Dominique Verhaeghe of the city archives of Wevelgem 
helped to clarify the Gullegem scene, also in West 
Flanders. Cheryl Heckla of the Genealogical Society of 
Flemish Americans in Detroit has been very helpful with 
information contained in the databases of the GSFA 
and in the pages of the Gazette van Detroit.Finally,
 a last word of gratitude goes to Dr. Jennifer Holvoet, 
for the precious details about the life stories of the 
Coolsaet and Holvoet families in Colorado.
The migration to France will come next. This part will be 
written in French. Research on the Coolsaet nebula in 
Belgium is ongoing. A tentative description of the 
different stages of these Chronicles of the Coolsaet 
families might look like this:
INTRODUCTION
THE ORIGINS OF
A SURNAME
I The Coolsaet families in Belgium  / De Coolsaet
families in België / Les Coolsaet en Belgique
II Les Coolsaet en France
III Voyage to America
1 The Coolsaet emigrants
2 The larger picture – Belgian migration to the U.S.
3 Family backgrounds – Their ancestors’ life
4 Settling in a new home country
5 The Coolsaet migration to America Looking back
IV Coolsaet in the wider world
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Perhaps he travelled via Canada in order to avoid 
the harassment at Ellis Island. Three years later, he 
was joined by his younger brother Remi Leon, 
only 14 at that time, who stated Ghent (near 
Marshall, in Lyon County, Minnesota) as his 
destination. This might indicate that in the 
meantime, Hector Oscar had moved from 
Wisconsin to Minnesota, some 450 miles to the 
east.
Dadizele. Available historical evidence points at Hector 
Oscar Coolsaet as the first documented Coolsaet 
to set foot on American soil. Born in a farmers’ 
family in Dadizele, West Flanders (Belgium), he 
was 25 when he left nearby Menen on September 
4, 1901. The municipality clerk wrote down 
Marinette, Wisconsin, as his destination. Around 
that time Marinette’s population was peaking, due 
to a lumber boom and other thriving industrial 
plants that took advantage of Marinette’s location 
at the confluence of several waterways. How he 
travelled to his destination is not presently known. 
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THE COOLSAET EMIGRANTS
1. SS Zeeland
1
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Emiel Theophiel Coolsaet, also a native of Bissegem 
(but without any known family ties to Alix nor to 
Cyriel and Camiel), was the last Coolsaet to leave 
Belgium prior the outbreak of the First World 
War. Three months before the German army 
invaded his country, the 25-year-old Emiel arrived 
in New york, on board of the SS Lapland. The 
ship logs mention ‘farm laborer’ as his occupation. 
They also learn us that he referred to his half-
brother Alfons Haezebrouck, who had migrated to 
the United States in 1906, and had first settled in 
Moline, Illinois as a gardener, but later had moved 
to Detroit, Michigan. The ship manifest 
accordingly indicates Detroit as Emiel’s final 
destination. In June 1920, his older brother Adolf 
joined him there. Coming from Antwerp, calling 
at Southampton, Adolf travelled on board of the 
same Lapland as his brother before him.
Kruishoutem. A final, mysterious, individual should be 
mentioned. According to a family story, a Coolsaet 
originating from a brewery family in Kruishoutem 
(in East Flanders) migrated to the U.S. during the 
Prohibition of the 1920s. There he purportedly 
pursued brewery activities during the Prohibition. 
But among the children of Marcel Coolsaet 
(1900-1966) – who indeed exploited until 1963 a 
brewery in Kruishoutem (with a locally renowned 
lager, Coolsaet Tafelbier) – nobody was able to 
confirm this story.
Gullegem. At the end of July 1906, from nearby 
Gullegem (5 miles from Dadizele), Polydoor 
Coolsaet, 24 years, left his native village for the 
United States, as a third class passenger on board of 
the SS Zeeland of the Red Star Line. He was in 
possession of 200 Belgian francs and declared his 
intention to join his cousin Arthur Billiet-
Verbruggen in Kansas City, Missouri. Arthur was a 
gardener and had come to the U.S. in 1898. 
Polydoor was accompanied by Théodore Laisnez 
(farmer, 43 years, also from Gullegem), who also 
referred to Arthur Billiet as his cousin.
Bissegem. In August 1906, Cyriel Coolsaet, born in 
1873 in Bissegem, but by then living in nearby 
Wevelgem, left this village for Canada and crossed 
into the United States in May 1908. He was thus 
the third Coolsaet to emigrate to America. The 
Grand Trunk Railway brought him via Berlin 
(now Kitchener), Ontario to Moline, Illinois, 
where his older brother Camiel already resided 
(but whose arrival date is unknown). Moline was 
then a prosperous city and had the second largest 
Belgian community in the U.S. (after Detroit).
Cyriel’s niece Alice Maria Coolsaet, nicknamed Alix, 
arrived in New york in May 1911. She too was 
born in Bissegem. On Labor Day 1905, she had 
married Odile Holvoet and the couple then moved 
to nearby Lauwe. They had three boys when Odile 
decided to emigrate to  to Canada. He first kept 
putting off sending for his wife. Family rumor has 
it that Alice’s uncle Cyriel was instrumental in 
persuading Odile to actually accept Alice to join 
him. She was 25 years old by then. But the couple’s 
children remained for some more years in Belgium. 
In 1919, the youngest of them, Odilon (Maurice), 
who had a weak heart and had been frail all his life, 
died. But in that same year the two other sons 
made it to the USA at last. By then, Alice and 
Odile had settled in Omaha, Nebraska.
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So, leaving aside this mysterious Coolsaet from 
Kruishoutem, early 20th century migration to the 
United States involved four families with Coolsaet 
as their common surname, but without identified 
family links, even if they all came from adjacent 
villages in southwest Flanders, close to Kortrijk 
(Courtrai). This region is nowadays commonly 
known as the ‘Texas of Flanders’ for its entrepre-
neurial spirit, but back then it was a centre of the 
flax industry where working conditions were 
notoriously poor and inhabitants endured extreme 
hardship. 
But the Coolsaets hardly were the only Belgians who 
searched for a better life abroad.
1. Dadizele
2. Gullegem
3. Bissegem
4. Menen
Previous page:
1. Ship manifest Emiel Coolsaet (1914)
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In some of the cities and villages of northern France 
they soon even outnumbered the native French. 
This fuelled nativist reactions and riots against the 
newcomers. Flemish emigrants in France (and in 
Wallonia) enjoyed a dreadful reputation. Clichés 
abounded about Flemings as prone to violence, 
crime and drunkenness.
A small number of Belgians set course for North 
America. Wisconsin in the U.S. became in these 
few years a magnet for Walloon-speaking Belgians 
from Brabant and Hesbaye. In the course of a few 
2
THE LARGER PICTURE
– BELGIAN EMIGRATION TO
THE U.S.
In the mid-1800s, migration had become a poignant 
reality for many Belgian households. Although 
individuals originating from what was later 
to become to Belgium, were among the first 
Europeans to set foot on North-American soil in 
the early 1600s, it was only two centuries later that 
Belgians started to emigrate in significant numbers. 
The number of Belgians who migrated overseas in 
the first half of the 1800s was extremely small. In 
1850, the American census recorded only slightly 
more than 1300 persons from Belgian origin in the 
United States. This group of farmers mostly from 
Belgium’s southernmost province of Luxemburg, 
but some also from Alost in West Flanders, had 
arrived in the United States between 1830 and 
1850. Most settled in Michigan and Ohio. Since 
their voyage had often been an individual decision, 
only some very small Belgian communities resulted 
(such as Belgium in Wisconsin or New Belgium in 
Brown County, Ohio). Their life was extremely 
hard.¹ Around that time Belgian authorities envis-
aged the creation of overseas Belgian colonies, in 
order to alleviate the pressures of poverty and mis-
ery in the countryside. But all attempts, including 
one in Kansas City in 1850, miserably failed.
This overseas migration moreover pales in comparison 
to the large numbers of Belgians who went to 
neighboring France. French records for the year 
1851 recorded no less than 128.000 Belgians living 
in France.²
Between 1850 and 1856, Belgians then started to travel 
in slightly greater numbers. The collapse of the 
once important linen industry, bad harvests and 
epidemics resulting in blatant poverty and famine 
in the West and East Flanders and in Hainaut, 
pushed their inhabitants out of their homesteads 
looking for an escape from misery. Most of them 
again moved to neighboring France, and also to 
the industrial south of the country or to the capital 
Brussels.
years, many thousands settled in the area of Green 
Bay, transforming it into the largest Belgian colony 
of the United States. In 1885, the Belgian consul 
in Green Bay estimated the overall number of 
Belgians in Wisconsin at some 20.000 (women and 
children included). Most of them were farmers and 
did fine, owning horses and cattle. Some merchants 
even made modest fortunes.³
Globally though, the Belgian migration to America 
was modest, compared to the Irish, the Italian, the 
German – and even to tiny Luxemburg.
Only in the last decades of the 19th century, a third 
and more significant Belgian migration movement 
to the U.S. started, now mostly Flemish-speaking 
Belgians from the north of the country. Economic 
crises and crying abuse were the main engine 
of this migratory wave: a general agricultural 
crisis as a result of the import of cheap American 
grain, combined with extremely low wages in the 
Flemish flax industry. 
The U.S. became a tempting destination to some, 
thanks to the great number of job opportunities, 
rapidly decreasing transport cost and the creation 
of the Red Star Line, a new transatlantic passenger 
line from Antwerp, that started operating in 1873. 
France and southern Belgium however remained 
the preferred destination, both for Belgians who 
permanently sought a new home as for seasonal 
workers. 
From 1889 onwards, Belgian migration to the U.S. 
steadily increased. No certainty exists on the exact 
numbers of Belgians migrating to the U.S. in this 
period. In the early years of the 20th century it 
reached its peak, with some 3000 Belgians arriving 
each year (reaching almost 5000 in 1907). Overall 
numbers between 133.000 and 200.000 Belgian 
migrants to the United States are often suggested. 
But these numbers cover the first timers who 
decided to permanently move to the U.S., as well 
as so-called return migrants, who travelled back 
and forth between America and Belgium. The US 
Federal Census 1900 recorded 29.848 American 
inhabitants who were born in Belgium. Twenty 
years later the number had climbed to 62.687. 
Both numbers probably underestimated the 
actual number of Belgian-born Americans. Still, 
these overall numbers pale in comparison to the 
hundreds of thousands Belgians in France at that 
time.
Most of the Belgians leaving for America departed 
from Antwerp, but some from Rotterdam or Le 
Havre. Some choose to travel via Canada in order 
to avoid the harassing and increasingly restrictive 
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for them to speak fluently English. But the highly 
educated individual, so the consul warned, would 
face immense difficulties trying to settle in Detroit, 
often ending in misery.⁵
The consul in Detroit also warned newcomers to act 
discreetly. And indeed, contrary to their ill-famed 
reputation in France, Belgian migrants to the U.S. 
do not seem to have suffered the same rebuff. 
Quite the contrary even. In 1906, a considerate 
journalist of the Detroit News Tribune described the 
Belgians of Detroit as “picturesque people”: 
With their characteristic unobtrusiveness the Belgian 
immigrants are slipping into the city almost unobserved. … 
While the German, Italian, Polish and half a dozen other 
nationalities are almost constantly talked about, and while 
the parts they play in civic and social life are frequently 
discussed, one seldom hears a word spoken about the 
controls at Ellis Island. The Grand Trunk Railway 
then brought them to their destiny, either in 
Canada itself or in the United States.
The region of origin heavily influenced their 
destination, primarily as a result of the professional 
background of the individuals involved, but also 
out of a desire to join parents and friends, thus 
establishing local Belgian communities. Sometimes 
their new area was named after their region of 
origin (Ghent, Brussels, Antwerp, etc). Belgians 
with an industrial background (miners, weavers 
and glass workers) often originated from Wallonia 
and went to the industrial areas of the East, such 
as of Pennsylvania, but also to Indiana and its glass 
industry. At that time, this state experienced an 
industrial boom, that required a steadily increasing 
labor force. The availability of jobs acted as a 
magnet for industrial workers from abroad.
Most migrants from West and East Flanders had a 
farming background and often settled in Michigan 
(Detroit in particular) and Illinois (Moline), or 
Kansas for farmers from Hainaut. To them the 
United States indeed offered unique opportunities: 
fertile land was abundant and ownership was easily 
within reach, especially when they became U.S. 
citizens. This attractive perspective contrasted 
favorably with the heavy lease they had to pay in 
Belgium for being allowed to exploit land they 
often didn’t even own.
Once the pioneers had settled, their families joined 
them.⁴ In 1895, the Belgian consul in Detroit 
described how Belgian farmers planned their 
overseas “colony”. In their village of origin, a 
number of families jointly decided to send one of 
them to Michigan, to scout for good agricultural 
land, to enquire about procedures and materials. 
Armed with his information they then came over 
in group to exploit the land. According to the 
Belgian consul, farmers and craftsmen had the 
best chances to succeed. There was no real need 
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nationalities, their language skills:
Scores of them not only speak Belgian [he probably 
means ‘Flemish’] but French and German, and it is not 
uncommon to hear a rough-visaged, curiously clad man who 
labors upon Detroit streets converse in three languages.
Our journalist undoubtedly exaggerated the language 
skills of the Belgian newcomers, but in a clear 
reference to the tensions created by the mass 
migration of that time, he concludes his article 
with a remark by the city’s chief immigration 
inspector:
If all the immigrants who came to this country were 
Belgians, such phrases as ‘the danger of immigration’, 
‘immigrant crime’ and ‘immigrant taint’ would be 
practically unknown in the United States. 
But Belgians’ reputation was not always beyond 
criticism. This occurred on only a few occasions 
though. In 1923 the News Messenger – the Lyon 
County local newspaper – portrayed the Belgian 
migrants’ children in Ghent as savages, unable 
to read or write.⁷ In June 1940, a newspaper in 
Chicago suggested that Belgians might not be “100 
per cent Americans and quite possibly a subversive 
element” in American society. But a wave of 
protests forced the Chicago Tribune to correct this 
portrayal and depict Belgians as “Patriots from the 
Low Countries”.⁸
The migration of the Coolsaets to the United States 
was part of the early 20th century wave of Belgians 
leaving for the United States. The small area in 
southwest Flanders they departed from, was not 
an area of mass migration though. Less than 20 
per thousand inhabitants left this region. This was 
significantly less than more affected areas in West 
Flanders, such as Bruges or Dixmude.
1. Grand Trunk Railway, ca. 1898
Belgians. They are almost never found in the police court.⁶
What distinguishes the Belgian colony in Detroit, 
according to the same journalist, was their 
observable desire to adhere to their ancestors’ 
customs:
… most Belgians are filled with an inherent love for old 
country customs, and … many still live as they did in the 
little towns or on the tiny farms of the fatherland. … Their 
games date back for hundreds of years; scores of them wear 
wooden shoes, the form of which were designed centuries 
ago, and many still cling to the clothes in vogue only in the 
picturesque little towns of the fatherland.
Most of the Belgians in Detroit seemed to live in 
comfortable circumstances, with the exception 
of the newcomers. According to our journalist, 
Belgian migrants had a clear advantage over other 
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Originating all from the same tiny area in southwest 
Flanders, the families of the Coolsaet emigrants 
lived a remarkably similar life. The flax industry 
was their common denominator. ‘Industry’ 
however is a misleading term.⁹ Working with flax 
was a small scale activity that often happened at 
home. It was closer to agriculture than to modern 
industry. At the turn of the century almost half of 
the population of West Flanders shared this way 
of living. The flax industry had experienced a deep 
crisis in the mid 1800s. Abject misery and enduring 
poverty had been the lot of many inhabitants. 
By 1873 however the crisis had leveled off and 
the region around Kortrijk (Courtrai), where the 
Coolsaet families were living, became a center 
of the flax industry. But this did not put an end 
to abuse. The sharp increase of the population 
put heavy pressure on wages, that even started to 
decrease while the cost of living sharply increased. 
Joblessness was widespread. For many families it 
was extremely difficult to make ends meet. Social 
conditions in the home industry were depressing 
and hygiene dismal. Emigration offered a way out 
of a life that offered no perspectives.
Family life in Dadizele*
Only in the early 1800s, a Coolsaet family settled 
in Dadizele. Karolus (Carolus Bartolomeus) 
Coolsaet, the grandfather of Hector and Remi, left 
his home village of nearby Ledegem, together with 
his wife Adelaide Grymonpon (sometimes written 
as: Grimonpont). Both were raised in farmers’ 
families. When they moved to Dadizele, probably 
right after their marriage in 1834, it was obvious 
that farming would continue to be their life. They 
worked on a farmstead, together with three other 
families.
Karolus Coolsaet nurtured political ambitions. Thrice, 
in 1854, 1860 and again in 1866, he figured on the 
electoral lists for the municipality of Dadizele. 
In 1872, the family Coolsaet owned their own 
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– THEIR ANCESTORS’ LIFE
homestead at the Bakkerhoekstraat in Dadizele.
Karolus and Marie Louise had three sons and three 
daughters. They all pursued farming activities, 
most of them in their native Dadizele. One of the 
boys however, Constant, left for Geluwe, some 4 
miles to the south of Dadizele. He was to become 
the father of Hector and Remi.
1. Situation of the farm exploited by Charles Louis Coolsaet (drawn by 
Maurice Vandenberghe, 1958)
2. Journal d’Ypres, march 6, 1867
* My gratitude goes to ‘Dadingisila’ for its enthusiastic support. 
Without the help of this wonderful and dynamic group of volunteers, 
who for many years have been studying the local history of their 
municipality and its inhabitants, it would have been impossible to re-
construct to such detail the Dadizele scene. I thank in particular: Daisy 
Decoene, Noël Devos, Xavier Monteyne and Alma Samyn. Moreover, 
Maurice Vandenberghe, a genealogist from Rekkem, has extensively 
researched the family tree of the Coolsaet branch from Dadizele. He 
did so at the request of Rev. Marcel Josson, who for many years lived 
with the Coolsaet family at Grosse Ile. His two handwritten volumes 
were finished by 1958 and are now in the possession of the Coolsaet 
family at Gosse Ile.
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COOLSAET
Josephus
º Ledegem, 1793
† Gent, 19 oct 1863
COOLSAET
Maria eresia
Zonder beroep
º Ledegem, 15 feb 1802
† Dadizele, 6 juil 1865
COOLSAET
Kind
º Ledegem, 10 oct 1836
† Ledegem, 10 oct 1836
COOLSAET
Petrus Ludovicus (Lodewijk)
Landsman, molenaar
º Ledegem, 24 jan 1798
x
Ledegem, 23 apr 1834
DEVEUGELE
Maria Francisca
Particulière
º Ledegem, 23 mar 1806
COOLSAET
Carolus Bartholomeus (Karolus)
Landbouwer te Dadizele
º Ledegem, 2 nov 1795
† Dadizele, 9 sept 1871
x
Ledegem, 27 jan 1834
GRYMONPON
Rosalia Adelaide
Landbouwster - huishoudster
º Ledegem, 31 may 1812
† Dadizele, 2 aug 1855
COOLSAET
Carolus Ludovicus
(Charles Louis, Charles, Carlos)
Landbouwer
º Dadizele, 25 nov 1851
† Dadizele, 29 dec 1933
x
Geluwe, 03 apr 1875
VANDORPE
Octavia Maria (Octavie)
Landbouwster/huiswerkster
º Geluwe, 30 sept 1853
† Dadizele, 25 jun 1916
COOLSAET
Constantinus (Constant)
Landbouwer (Geluwe)
º Dadizele, 22 dec 1846
† Menen, 5 jan 1918
x
Geluwe, 21 aug 1872
VANDORPE
Maria Louisa
(Marie Louise)
Landbouwster
º Geluwe, 20 feb 1849
† Geluwe, 16 apr 1899
COOLSAET
Dorothea
Landbouwster/Huishoudster
º Dadizele, 3 jan 1838
† Dadizele, 29 jun 1922
x
Dadizele, 22 oct 1873
WALLAERT
Henricus Ludovicus
Herbergier/Landbouwer
º Kuurne, 19 aug 1829
† Dadizele, 26 jul 1890
COOLSAET
Maria eresia
Landbouwster
º Dadizele, 2 may 1835
x
Dadizele, 17 jan 1866
CORNEILLIE
Ignatius
Landsman
º Dadizele, 24 dec 1830
† Geluwe, 2 feb 1906
COOLSAET
Sidonia Ludovica (Sidonie Louise)
º Dadizele, 16 may 1843
x
Ledegem, 18 nov 1874
BERGHMAN
Joannes Franciscus
Landbouwer
º Ledegem, 24 juil 1847
COOLSAET
Peter Franciscus
(Pierre François, Franciscus)
Landbouwer (Laboureur)
º Ledegem, (e) 1759
† Ledegem, 21 jan 1836
x
WITHOUCK
Anna Catharina (Rosa?)
º Passendale, 1 jan 1749
† Ledegem, 15 sept 1799
COOLSAET
Pierre Jean
x
DELEYE
Marie Madeleine
COOLSAET
Petrus Augustinus
(Pierre August)
Landwerker
º Dadizele, 21 sept 1840
† Dadizele, 17 oct 1904
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In August of that same year 1872, Constant married 
a young woman from Geluwe, Marie Louise 
Vandorpe. They started a farmstead of their 
own, on the border of Geluwe and Menen, in 
a neighborhood called Slingerhoek, where they 
raised cattle and yearlings. In their family home 
(Wijk D, 52, Geluwe) lived also Maria Louisa’s 
mother and uncle; Paul Louage, a young cowboy; 
and Stephanie Dewitte, a young nanny – who had 
to watch after the couple’s nine children. Not all 
lived for long: two of the girls and four of the boys 
died before the age of 4. Just before Christmas 
1876, their first boy was born, Hector Oscar. 
More than a decade later, in July 1889, their last 
child was born: Remi Leon.
At home, French was commonly spoken. France 
was indeed only a couple of miles away from 
where they were living. In October 1900, the 
family moved even closer to France, to Menen, 
on the border with France. There they lived on a 
homestead in the Bruggepoort 53 at the outskirts 
of the city.
Constant’s younger brother Charles Louis, uncle 
of Hector and Remi, had remained in Dadizele. 
He married Octavie Vandorpe, Marie Louise’s 
younger sister. In their home in the Beselarestraat 
(nowadays n° 2), above a saloon, called ‘De 
Velodroom’, they too raised a numerous family: 
eleven children. 
Just like his brother Constant, Charles Louis too 
worked on a farm, on the border between Menen 
and Geluwe. This farm had been exploited by 
the Vandorpe family since 1747. But probably 
the Vandorpe family never owned it themselves 
(since at least between 1815 and 1830, the farm was 
owned by a Persyn from Tournai).
Unfortunately, again some of these children died at 
a very young age. Some of the boys decided to 
leave farming behind them, and started to climb 
the social ladder. August Oscar, the first-born of 
the family, became painter and clog maker. His 
COOLSAET
Sidonie Zulma Maria
º Geluwe, 18 aug 1875
† Geluwe, 11 dec 1878
COOLSAET
Polydore
º Geluwe, 24 jun 1874
† Geluwe, 25 dec 1874
COOLSAET
Augustus
º Geluwe, 21 feb 1873
† Geluwe, 24 may 1874
COOLSAET
Hector Oscar
Landbouwer/Pres. Coolsaet Bros.
º Geluwe, 20 dec 1876
† Trenton, 21 jan 1969
COOLSAET
Louis Achille
º Geluwe, 29 mar 1878
† Geluwe, 5 sept 1878
COOLSAET
Henri Camille
º Geluwe, 13 jul 1879
† Geluwe, 10 feb 1880
COOLSAET
Maria eresia
º Geluwe, 7 oct 1880
† Geluwe, 11 dec 1884
COOLSAET
Leonie Sidonie
º Geluwe, 14 nov 1883
† Geluwe, 21 dec 1883
COOLSAET
Remi Leo (Leon)
Chairman R.L.Coolsaet Co.
º Geluwe, 3 jul 1889
† Trenton, 28 sept 1975
COOLSAET
Constantinus (Constant)
Landbouwer (Geluwe)
º Dadizele, 22 dec 1846
† Menen, 5 jan 1918
VANDORPE
Maria Louisa (Marie Louise)
Landbouwster
º Geluwe, 20 feb 1849
† 16 apr 1899
x
Geluwe, 21 aug 1872
MOLLE PAVIK
Amanda M.
º Sleepy Eye, 17 oct 1894
† Grosse ile, 19 feb 1977
x
Detroit, 10 okt 1923
brother Leon, born in 1886, followed suit and 
became a locally renowned plumber and mechanic. 
Leon’s wife Madeleine ran a high quality 
earthenware and cutlery shop in Dadizele.
They loved music. They had a piano at home, where 
the neighbors’ children exercised their piano 
skills. Leon himself was a confirmed musician. 
He played bugle in the local band “Met Vlijt en 
Eendracht” (“With Diligence and Harmony”). But 
for Hector and Remi’s nephew, family life was 
tragic. Five of his seven children were stillborn. 
When his daughter Marie-Louise died at age 15 and 
his wife Madeleine less than two years later, Leon 
couldn’t cope with the sorrow over the death of 
his beloved. Soon after Christmas day 1945, he put 
an end to his own life. Their surviving daughter, 
Christiane, was taken care of by one of her aunts. 
She passed away in 2009 in Aalst (East Flanders), 
76 years old.
We now return to the early 1900s, at the time 
Constant’s sons Hector and Remi left their 
homestead for America. At that time, Menen, 
where Constant and his sons had moved to, was 
witnessing a new migration flow – not so much 
to the U.S., but to France. Enduring hardship in 
the countryside combined with cheap railway 
transport allowed farm laborers to remain living 
in Flanders while working in the fledgling textile 
industry in northern France. Menen was a transit 
point for this seasonal migration to France. Its 
population rapidly increased and gave rise to a new 
district, where the cross-border commuters and 
their families settled down.
Some however choose a more distant destination: 
the United States. Migration to the U.S. was 
somewhat less popular in West Flanders than in 
East Flanders. In 1902 – the year Hector left for 
America – some 600 West-Flemings followed the 
same route, out of a total of almost 3000 Belgians 
that year.¹⁰ The majority of them where farmers – 
just like Hector.
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1. The “Met Vlijt en Eendracht” band. Leon Coolsaet (1886-1945), nephew 
of Hector and Remi, is the second starting from right in the topmost row.
2. Receipt Leon Coolsaet, Dadizele, 1913
(Photo credit: Dadingisila)
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x
Wevelgem, 22 aug 1827
x
Gullegem, 20 may 1873
COOLSAET
Ludovic-Joseph
COOLSAET
Ermonia Maria (Ermonie Marie)
Kantwerkster
° Gullegem, 23 may 1875
†  Bissegem, 1939
x
Bissegem, 7 may 1901
DECUYPERE
Heliodor Joseph
° Bissegem, 1876
†  Bissegem, 1942
COOLSAET
Augusta
Kantwerkster
° Gullegem, 8 mar 1878
COOLSAET
Polydoor
Vlaswerker
° Gullegem, 18 oct 1881
COOLSAET
Maria Celina
° Gullegem, 14 may 1884
x
Bissegem, 10 oct 1908
VANDEWALLE
Jérome Remi
VANHOUTTE
Marie-Josephe
x
COOLSAET
Johannes Baptiste (Jan)
° Bissegem, 4 mar 1802
† Gullegem, 20 sept 1849
GREGOIRE
Rosalie-Francisca
° 1802
† 1880
COOLSAET
Jean Constant
Vlaswerker/Herbergier
° Gullegem, 16 aug 1842
† Bissegem, 19 nov 1925
VANNESTE
Barbara-erese
Huishoudster
° Gullegem, 11 aug 1846
†  Bissegem, 17 mar 1920
Family life in Gullegem
Polydoor was born in a typical family of West 
Flanders: his ancestors were either flax workers 
or innkeeper – or both. They constantly moved 
between Bissegem and Gullegem, less than 2 miles 
apart. Like his three sisters, Polydoor was born in 
Gullegem – at that time one of the centers of the 
production of flax fibers. He himself was a flax 
worker (as was his father) and at least one of his 
sisters was a lace maker.
Family life in Bissegem
Cyriel and Camiel were the last two sons born to 
Ignatius Coolsaet and Ida Samyn. The family 
had been living in Bissegem for at least two 
generations. It was a very large family, ten children 
in total – but at least half of them died before the 
age of two. As many other in that part of West 
Flanders, Ignatius worked in the flax industry,
 as a flax dresser.
His daughter Leonie, the elder sister to Cyriel and 
Camiel, had a daughter of an unknown father – 
Alice. Leonie shared the parental house with her 
parents Ignatius and Ida. Alice never learned to 
write nor read and worked as a maid, as so many 
girls of her age. On Labor Day 1905 she married 
Odile Holvoet. A year later, Alice and Odile, 
together with their first son and Alice’s mother 
Leonie, left Bissegem for Lauwe, 3,5 miles to the 
east. From there, Odile went to America, some 
years later to be followed by his wife. Alice’s 
mother Leonie passed away in Lauwe, at age 62.
Camiel and Cyriel were also flax workers, just like 
their father Ignatius. Prior to his departure to the 
U.S., Camiel still lived in Bissegem. His younger 
brother Cyriel however had left the village for 
nearby Wevelgem in 1904, from where he on his 
turn left for America, four years later. At that 
time Bissegem’s population counted some 1300 
inhabitants but this number started to increase 
sharply, as elsewhere in southwest Flanders.
The last Coolsaet to leave for America prior to the 
First World War, Emiel Theophiel Coolsaet, was 
also born in a flax family in Bissegem. Though also 
originating from Bissegem, his family nevertheless 
had no direct links to Ignatius’ family in the 
same village, as far as both family trees could be 
reconstructed.
Emiel was 13 when his father Louis died, 60 years 
old. Flax worker, but also a flax seller, Louis had 
been married twice. Emiel’s mother, Florence 
Depoot, was a bareel guard. Florence was married 
twice before marrying Louis. Her first husband 
was Eduard Haezebrouck, with whom she had two 
sons. At least one of them, Alfons Haezebrouck, 
left for the United States, in 1906. Florence was 
then already separated from Eduard and had 
remarried twice. Louis Coolsaet was her third 
husband. They would have seven children. Emiel 
was their third son. Emiel and probably all of his 
brothers worked in the flax industry. The girls 
either worked as lace makers or as a maid.
After his father Louis died, Emiel left for America, 
23 years old. His mother Florence was then living 
Ieperstraat (now Bissegemsestraat) 124 in Bissegem.
Family tree Polydoor Coolsaet (Gullegem)
COOLSAET
Joannes Baptiste
° (e) 1749
DEPREZ (DUPREZ?)
Marie Aimé (Anne?) Josepha
COOLSAET
Joannes
Werkman
º Bissegem, (e) 1787
COOLSAET
Constancia
º Bissegem, 6 feb 1784
BEKAERT
Susanna
Kuisvrouw
HOLVOET
Constantin Augustus
º 1778
† 1831
DE COORTERE
Barbara erese
COOLSAET
Ignatius Joannes
Zwingelaar (ax dresser)
º Bissegem, 31 mar 1829
† 22 aug 1888
x
Heule, 19 nov 1857
SAMYN
Ida
Huishoudster
º Heule, 8 apr 1828
† Bissegem, 6 jan 1905
COOLSAET
Henricus
º Bissegem, 8 mar 1858
† Bissegem, 10 mar 1858
COOLSAET
Emma eresia
º Bissegem, 26 jun 1859
COOLSAET
Leonie (Leonia Sidonia)
º Bissegem, 23 aug 1861
† Lauwe, 24 oct 1923
COOLSAET
Alice (Alix) Maria
Dienstmeid
º Bissegem, 16 aug 1886
† Hotchkiss, 28 jan 1973
HOLVOET
Odile Cyriel (Charley)
Vlaswerker/Farmer
º Kortrijk, 22 jul 1884
† Hotchkiss, 26 sept 1942
COOLSAET
Pharailde
º Bissegem, 3 oct 1862
† Bissegem, 24 juin 1864
COOLSAET
Henricus
º 27 nov 1863
COOLSAET
Polydor eodorus
º Bissegem, 23 dec 1863
† Bissegem, 10 feb 1865
COOLSAET
Clodildis
º Bissegem, 2 feb 1866
† Bissegem, 1 jun 1866
COOLSAET
Philemon Camillus
º Bissegem, 2 mar 1868
COOLSAET
Germana Alida
º Bissegem, 24 nov 1899
COOLSAET
Jules Robert
º Bissegem, 19 jan 1899
COOLSAET
Camillus (Camiel)
Vlaswerker
º Bissegem, 17 juin 1869
x
Bissegem, 16 feb 1898
VANNIEUWENHUYZE
Euphrasie
º Gullegem, 27 oct 1870
COOLSAET
Cyriel Camiel (John C.)
Vlaswerker/Farmer
º Bissegem, 18 jan 1873
† Delta, 12 jun 1942
x
x
x
Marke (Kortrijk), 13 may 1823
x
Heule, 20 mar 1808
x
Bissegem, 1 may 1905
Family tree Alice, Camiel & Cyriel Coolsaet
DELBAERE
Virginie
º 1827
† 1899
COOLSAET
Alberic eodule
Vlaswerker
 
º Bissegem, 23 apr 1875
COOLSAET
Achiel Hieronymus
Vlaswerker
º Bissegem, 4 oct 1877
† Lens, 1903
DELRUE
Leonia Rosa
Kantwerkster
º Rumbeke, 24 jun 1877
x
Wevelgem
28 apr 1900
COOLSAET
Aloys
 
º Bissegem, 15 aug 1870
LOMMES
Leonia Sophia
º 13 aug 1871
x
Sint-Eloois-Winkel
5 aug 1893
CACHET
COOLSAET
Petrus Johannes (Pierre Jean)
Ouvrier
º Bissegem, 29 jan 1759
COOLSAET
Jean
† 1816
x
THIENPONT
Maria Catherina
º 1730
† Bissegem, 16 avr 1820
COOLSAET
Petrus Andreas
º Bissegem, 30 nov 1764
† Bissegem, 20 oct 1816
x
Bissegem, 17 apr 1792
SCHOUTETEN
Marie Joseph
Fileuse
º Bissegem, 4 aug 1766
† Bissegem, 31 dec 1824
COOLSAET
Louis Vincentius
Vlaswerker/Vlaskoopman
º Bissegem, 22 jan 1844
† Bissegem, 3 apr 1904
x
Wevelgem, 25 sept 1869
CARDON
Sylvie
Zonder beroep
º Wevelgem, 24 jan 1843
† Bissegem, 6 apr 1880
x
Wevelgem, 14 apr 1888
DEPOOT
Florence
Bareelwachster
º Vlamertinge, 6 jul 1854
† Bissegem, 23 oct 1921
COOLSAET
Regina (Reine)
Fileuse
º Bissegem, 11 feb 1794
† Kortrijk, 2 jan 1839
x
Kortrijk, 1 may 1824
DELBAERE
Petrus Josephus (Jos)
º 2 apr 1799
† Kortrijk, 8 aug 1845
COOLSAET
Constantin Marcellin
Vlaswerker
º Bissegem, 26 feb 1835
x
Wevelgem, 28 jun 1865
PREVOST
Mathilde Louise
Kantwerkster
º Wevelgem, 30 oct 1840
COOLSAET
Bernardus
Werker (ouvrier)
º 1795
† Bissegem, 22 jun 1866
x
Bissegem, 5 feb 1830
VERSCHAETE
Regina Constantia
Werkster
º Bissegem, 20 sept 1874
COOLSAET
Ludovicus Joseph
x
Bissegem,  30 apr 1828
VANDEPUTTE
Sophia Francisca
COOLSAET
Carolus Ludovicus
x
Bissegem, 26 may 1858
POLLET
FelicitaCOOLSAET
Catharina
x
7 nov 1833
LEGLAY
Marcellinus
COOLSAET
Adolf Eduard Cornelius
Vlaswerker
º Bissegem, 10 feb 1889
† Bissegem, 16 oct 1952
COOLSAET
Emiel eophiel
Vlaswerker /Laboring man /
not employed
º Bissegem, 22 nov 1890
† Detroit, 7 jun 1980
COOLSAET
Elisa Maria
Dienstmeid
º Bissegem, 2 mar 1893
† Bissegem, 8 may 1943
COOLSAET
Celina Irma
º Bissegem, 30 nov 1894
† Pecq, 19 aug 1914
COOLSAET
Adronie Maria
Kantwerkster
º Bissegem, 30 jan 1896
† Bissegem, 11 jan 1980
COOLSAET
Alberic
º Vlamertinge, 1897
HAEZEBROUCK
Blanche
Maubeuge, 25 may 1883
Detroit, 17 dec 1948
KUEHL
Clara
x
DEGEZELLE
Constant
FEYS
éophile
º Wevelgem, 1897
† Bissegem, 1979
x
x
x
(e) 1921
FEYS
éophile
º Wevelgem, 1897
† Bissegem, 1979
x
x
Family tree Emiel Coolsaet
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All the Coolsaet emigrants followed the archetypical 
Belgian (or rather Flemish) migratory pattern of 
the early 1900s. They came from a modest, even 
poor, family and wanted to improve their lot and 
escape the hardships of life in their homeland by 
migrating overseas. Almost all travelled alone, but 
then rejoined either existing Belgian communities 
or relatives.
The glowing descriptions of life in America from 
earlier migrants (together with the propaganda of 
recruiting agents) played an important part in their 
motivation to try their luck overseas. Upon leaving 
they all probably considered their departure to be 
final. But did their dreams come true? 
And for those who indeed settled in their new 
country, how long did it take them and their 
offspring to become mainstream Americans? 
Migration history indeed indicates as a rule of 
thumb that it usually takes three generations for 
migrant families to be wholly integrated in their 
new environment. The grandchildren of the 
original immigrants are said to close the integration 
cycle. How long did it take for the Coolsaet 
families to become mainstream Americans?
The Dadizele branch – The life stories of Hector & Remi 
The Minnesota years. Probably rather soon after 
his arrival, Hector had settled in Lyon County, 
Minnesota. His 14-year old brother Remi indeed 
joined him there in 1904. It is not entirely clear 
if they intended to settle in Ghent, at that time 
a tiny farming village of 193 inhabitants, almost 
all Belgian, Dutch or French-Canadian Catholics. 
According to the municipality records, ‘Gand’ 
(Ghent) was the destination Remi had stated 
when he left. (An extensive study on the Belgian 
community in Ghent contains no reference to 
neither of them.)¹¹ There are indications that, 
if that was the case, they soon left for nearby 
Marshall, the county seat. 
How the brothers exactly spend their days, is not 
clear. Apparently both travelled back and forth 
between Canada (Hanna), Alaska (Fairbanks) 
and the U.S. Perhaps they worked as seasonal 
farmers in Canada, with its significant Belgian 
communities. It is rumored that Hector went for a 
time gold digging in Canada or Alaska. Anyhow, 
in 1918, Hector stated working as a self-employed 
pile ditch contractor in Lucan, Redwood, MN (and 
living in Marshall) and Remi as a self-employed 
laborer, working in Kintire (Redwood) and living 
in Belview, MN. Some years later, in the U.S. 
Federal Census 1920, Remi declared to be sewerage 
and drainage contractor in Hendricks Village, 
Lincoln County. 
By then, Hector had become an American citizen. 
This happened on June 1, 1911 before the District 
Court of Lyon County, at Marshall, MN. He 
remained unmarried and appears to have often 
travelled back to Belgium. A voyage in 1921 was 
related to the need to arrange for the estate of his 
deceased father. At that moment the two brothers 
were no longer living together. Remi, 22 years old 
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2. Remi L. Coolsaet
by now, no longer lived in Lyon County, but in 
Hendricks Village, in neighboring Lincoln County. 
Hector was a lodger at 1st Ward in Marshall, Lyon 
County.
The Michigan years. A year later, Hector and Remi 
moved to Dearborn, Michigan. They now seem 
to have found their way in life. They created 
a company, Coolsaet Bros Co – Sewer and 
Waterworks Contractors, based at Dearborn, 
Michigan (7608 Williamson Avenue). Hector was 
President and Remi Sec-Treas. 
In 1923, Remi married Amanda Molle (b. 1877) from 
Minnesota (and whose family originated from 
Germany). Amanda had an adopted daughter, 
Marvel (b. 1920). Three boys were born to the 
couple: Allan in 1926 and Remi Leo Jr. ten years 
later. The third son, called Hector after Remi’s 
brother, was stillborn. In the meantime, Remi 
too had become an American citizen before the 
District Court of Detroit, on August 13, 1931. A 
year later, Amanda joined Coolsaet Bros as vice-
president. Remi also bought a ten per cent share 
in ‘The Peoples State Bank of Trenton’, where he 
became one of its Vice-Presidents and served on 
the Board of Directors. He remained on the Board 
until at least 1960, when the bank merged with 
another bank.
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COOLSAET
Marvel Molle
Telephone operator
º ± 1920
COOLSAET
Hector
º Dearborn, 1 mar 1931
† Dearborn, 1 mar 1931
COOLSAET
Allan Hector
Chairman R.L.
Coolsaet Construction Co.
º Dearborn, 23 jul 1925
x
Trenton, 25 may 1946
HAVEN
Edween Paula
º Martinez, 29 mar 1928
COOLSAET
Janice Marie
º Detroit, 17 dec 1951
x
Grosse Ile, 23 nov 1974
POUTIER
John Michael
Fighter-pilot USAF
º 5 apr 1953
COOLSAET
Robert Allan
Vice President
R.L. Coolsaet Co.
º Detroit, 28 feb 1954
x
Grosse Ile, 3 mar 1976
LEDBETTER
Lynn Susan
º Birmingham 14 nov 1954
COOLSAET
Jerey Allan
President R.L. Coolsaet
º Detroit, 12 may 1950
x
Grosse Ile, 20 dec 1971
CARTER
Mary Lorène
º Toledo, 9 mar 1950
COOLSAET
Karen Louise
º Detroit, 11 mar 1949
x
Grosse Ile, 18 aug 1973
HOLLENBECK
William
Bendix Co.
º 12 dec 1948
COOLSAET
Remi Leo Jr.
º Dearborn, 31 may 1936
† Port Charlotte, 31 mar 2006
x
Wyandotte, 25 jun 1955
MILLER
Patricia Ann (Patty)
º Wyandotte, 4 mar 1936
† Port Charlotte, 3 mar 2013
x
detroit, 10 nov 1923
COOLSAET
Paula Ann
º Detroit, 8 feb 1955
COOLSAET
Remi Allan
Vice President
R.L. Coolsaet Co.
º Detroit, 16 oct 1962
COOLSAET
Amanda Grace
º Trenton, 12 dec 1967
COOLSAET
Remi Leo (Leon)
Chairman R.L.Coolsaet Co.
º Geluwe, 3 jul 1889
† Grosse Ile, 28 sept 1975
MOLLE PAVIK
Amanda M.
º Sleepy Eye, 17 oct 1894
† Grosse Ile, 16 feb 1977
COOLSAET
Margaret Edween
Cosmetologist
º Detroit, 2 jul 1958
x
Grosse Ile, 22 apr 1975
PRINZ
Donald Leslie Albert
º 21 aug 1957
COOLSAET
Christopher Allan (Chris)
Vice Pres. R.L. Coolsaet Co.
º Detroit, 28 feb 1957
x
WALKER
Kathleen (Kathy)
By then Remi and Amanda had left Morrow Circle 
for 5656 W Jefferson, also in Dearborn. In 1955 
they definitively settled down in Grosse Ile, a 
township situated on several islands in the Detroit 
River. Once a remote residential and farming 
community, Grosse Ile (from the French, grosse île, 
big island) had become a popular vacation spot. In 
the mid 1950s, Grosse Ile experienced a significant 
residential development and subsequent housing 
boom. Amidst this boom Remi and Amanda 
arrived on the island. They already possessed 
farmland on the west side of the island and when 
they decided to build three single-family homes 
on these grounds, Remi became the namesake for 
the private road that was going to become their 
home address: Coolsaet Ln. This is one of only 
two places in the world where a city has ‘Coolsaet’ 
among its street names – the other being Bissegem, 
the village of origin of some of the other Coolsaets 
emigrants. Remi and Amanda moved in at 23247, 
Coolsaet Ln, Grosse Ile and their eldest son Allan 
at 23191.
The brothers entered in yet another company, Miller 
Metal Products Corp, with Hector as Vice-
President and Remi as sec-treas. By then, they 
again lived at a common address: 7629 W Morrow 
Circle, Dearborn. Remi’s mother in law also lived 
at Remi’s, as well as a maid, Lillie Domnie.
Then the brothers went their separate ways. In 1936 
Hector not longer lived on Morrow Circle, but 
had instead shifted his address to Williamson Av., 
the company address. Remi and his family stayed 
on Morrow Circle. In 1936, Remi started his own 
company: R.L. Coolsaet Co (General Contractors), 
based at 7600 Middlesex Avenue, Dearborn. He 
and Amanda both acted as President. Hector 
was not involved. He probably continued some 
sewerage activities, since the 1943 City Directory 
of Dearborn mentions ‘sewer contr’ as Hector’s 
occupation at that time, and still living at the old 
Coolsaet Bros address, 7608 Williamson Avenue, 
Dearborn. This remained Hector’s address at least 
until 1956, the last available City Directory of 
Dearborn.
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Did Hector continue to travel back and forth to 
Belgium? Probably, but difficult to ascertain. His 
last documented visit to Belgium occurred in 1930. 
He remained single and maybe even somewhat 
forlorn. He passed away in 1969 in Trenton, 
on the mainland opposite Grosse Ile, at age 92. 
He lies buried at Our Lady of Hope Cemetery, 
Brownstown Twp., Michigan.
His brother Remi pursued a booming business career. 
After the creation of R.L. Coolsaet Construction 
Co. of Romulus in 1936, he subsequently 
launched three subsidiaries: R.L. Coolsaet & Sons 
Contractors Inc. of Trenton and the Woodhaven 
Equipment & Rental Co. of Trenton. His 
companies secured a host of local governmental 
contracts in Michigan (gas and oil pipelines in 
particular), which formed the backbone of their 
success. Remi also started a third subsidiary in 
Canada, R.L. Coolsaet of Canada Ltd. of Windsor.
According to his son Allan in 2013, Remi was 
very proud to be Belgian. He even arranged 
for the Belgian Reverend Marcel Josson to live 
at the family home, from where he supported 
genealogical research into the Belgian community 
in Detroit, including research on the Coolsaet 
families in Belgium. This research was carried out 
by the Belgian genealogist Maurice Vandenberghe, 
from Rekkem (near Menen). Vandenberghe 
produced a detailed, handwritten account on 
the Coolsaet family history, which in still in the 
possession of the Coolsaet branch on Grosse Ile.
In 1975, six years after his elder brother Hector, Remi 
passed away at age 86. He lies buried at the Holy 
Sepulchre Cemetry in Southfield, MI.
Already during his lifetime Remi’s sons Allan and 
Remi Jr. became associated with their father. After 
his death, they took over the companies. But they 
didn’t share their father’s attachment to Belgium. 
Allan was too occupied developing R.L. Coolsaet 
Co and had too large a family to raise, to be 
attracted by his Belgian roots. In 1948, he married 
Edween Haven, whose family had originally 
migrated from Western England to America in the 
mid-1600s. Allan was to remain at the helm of the 
company until age 70.
Starting with Allan, but ever more pronounced with 
his children and grandchildren, memories of 
Belgium ineluctably faded, even to the point of 
becoming blurred as to the specific country their 
great-grandfather had come from.
The Gullegem branch – The early years of Polydoor
Upon arriving in the United States, Polydoor 
probably shortened and Americanized his first 
name into ‘Paul’. Indeed, ‘Polydoor’ left no traces 
once he set foot on U.S. soil – and the ‘Paul’, 
who arrived in New york in the same year as 
‘Polydoor’, has no prior administrative footprint 
in Belgium. So probably they are one and the same 
person.
It is not known if Paul/Polydoor even went to 
Kansas City, Missouri, as he had declared upon 
leaving. Anyhow, he settled in Superior, Douglas 
County, in Wisconsin, as many other Europeans, 
including some Belgians. Most established Belgian 
communities in Wisconsin lay scattered around 
Green Bay, but in the last migration wave of the 
1880s, a number of Belgians were drawn to the 
booming shipyards and the docks of Superior. Paul 
was amongst them.
Life must not have been easy for Paul. He never 
possessed his own house in Superior. In 1910 he 
lived with a number of other Belgians at 10th 
Ward, Superior. Mary Hendricks, 26 years old, 
was the head of the household he belonged to. She 
was a widowed mother of a seven years son, who 
had come to the U.S. in the same year as Paul. In 
the same house also lived Cusenier Gerschelder, 
42 years old, who had migrated to the U.S. two 
decades earlier. Cusenier and Paul both worked as 
laborers at the Cedar (?) Docks in Superior.
Three years later, he had moved to 256 E Itasca, b 
193 E 1st and worked as a bartender. His name 
underwent different spellings: Colsted, Coolsote, 
Coolzaet and Coolzaert. He often changed 
jobs and addresses: laborer at NW Fuel Co in 
1920 and crane operator at Pittsburgh Coal Co 
some years later. In 1929 he suddenly disappears 
from Superior, leaving no traces as to his future 
peregrinations. He probably was still single and 
maybe also of Belgian nationality.
1. Passport application Hector Coolsaet, 1921
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alone, having never married. He passed away June 
12, 1942. His remains are buried at the Riverside 
Cemetery in Hotchkiss.
The Bissegem branches (2) – Alice Maria’s family life*
Alice, Odile and their two sons had settled in Omaha, 
Nebraska. Why they went to Omaha is not known 
at this point. Only very few Belgians lived there. 
Here their fourth child, Lena, was born. Odile 
worked in a meat-packing plant, a hard and dirty 
job, but it paid well so that the couple’s dream – 
acquiring a parcel of land of their own – soon was 
to became reality. In 1913, the family moved to 
Colorado.
The Bissegem branches (1) – Cyriel’s tranquil farming life
Cyriel joined his older brother Camiel in Moline, 
Illinois. Moline had by then become an important 
industrial city, originally as a result of its lumber 
mills (hence the word ‘Moline’, derived from the 
French moulin, mill) and the adjoining Mississippi 
river that made transportation and waterpower 
cheap and easy, but even more so by its 
agricultural machinery (launched by John Deere). 
In the preceding decades the city had thus drawn 
great numbers of foreigners, including many from 
Belgium. It had experienced some social conflicts 
as a result, due to the arrival of such large waves 
of newcomers. But the sustained demand for labor 
forces and the ever increasing job opportunities 
prevented social tensions to linger. The Belgian 
community in Moline ranked among the biggest of 
the United States.
In 1912, Cyriel left Moline for Hotchkiss, Colorado, 
where he joined his niece Alice Maria Coolsaet-
Holvoet. Two years later he settled down in Delta, 
Delta County, Colorado, some twenty miles 
westwards of Hotchkiss, where he lived until 
his death. No traces exist concerning his older 
brother Camiel. Prior to his departure for the U.S., 
Camiel, a flax worker in Belgium, had married 
to Euphrasie Vannieuwenhuyze. The couple 
raised two children, Jules Robert and Germana 
Alida (born both in 1899 in Bissegem). But the 
whereabouts, either in Belgium or in the U.S., 
remain unknown. (A tombstone at the cemetery of 
Menen carries the name Germaine Coolsaet, born 
1899 and deceased 1983. If she is Germana, then it 
might suggest that Camiel returned to Belgium.)
The U.S. Federal Census 1920 mentions ‘farmer’ as 
Cyriel’s occupation – as was the case of many of 
the Belgians in Delta, Fruita and Hotchkiss (with 
some working in the fruit orchards). At some point 
in time, he changed his first name in ‘John C.’. To 
the Holvoet family, he was known as ‘Uncle John’ 
and was considered part of the family. He lived 
In Colorado, a few small Belgian communities already 
existed, all concentrated around Denver. The 
state never had attracted many Belgians. In a 1908 
leaflet for aspiring settlers the Belgian government 
emphasized that the state nevertheless offered 
good perspectives in the mining industry (during 
winter) and in the beetroot fields during summer.  
But Alice and her husband choose consecutively 
Paonia, Orchard and somewhere between 1916 
and 1920, finally settling in the North Fork Valley 
near Hotchkiss – hundreds of miles away from the 
nearest Belgian colony. Here the land was fertile 
and as a result the area had attracted already several 
Belgians. A Holvoet family history book described 
their evolution in these terms: “They went from 
a couple starting out in a dugout under the most 
primitive conditions to working rented farms 
living in a small shack to owning their own place.”
In Colorado, four more children were born to Alice 
and Odile, becoming a typical large ‘Belgian’ 
family. Odile Americanized his name into Charley 
(and Alice’s name was sometimes spelled as 
‘Coolsalt’ or ‘Coulsaut’). But they both cultivated 
their Belgian origins. Alice never learned but a few 
words of English and both avidly read the Flemish 
newspapers printed in Michigan. Moreover, Odile 
was member of the Belgian-American Society. 
Reminiscent of Belgium was also their eagerness to 
brew homemade beer – in spite of prohibition in 
America. Flemish also remained the language they 
spoke with at least their oldest son, Joseph Henry 
– to the bewilderment of their grandchildren 
who couldn’t understand the “old language”. 
The grandchildren were indeed kept ignorant of 
Flemish, ostensibly so that others wouldn’t take 
them for Germans (during the Second World War).
When Charley died of cancer in 1942, age 58, the 
Hotchkiss Herald published this obituary:
A community, saddened by the death of one of its fine 
citizens, paid tribute to him Wednesday morning, 
when services for O. C. Holvoet were held at the 
Catholic church of this city. Charley Holvoet, for years 
1. Cyriel ‘Uncle John’ Coolsaet
2. Alice Coolsaet (born in Bissegem) and Odile ‘Charley’ Holvoet 
with children (Back: Gilbert Maurice, Joseph Henry holding Maurice 
Albert. Middle, left to right: Stella, Alice Marie, Odile, Lena. Front - 
Mary Alice, Martha)
3. Alice Coolsaet-Holvoet around 1968, in her kitchen in Hotchkiss, 
Colorado
(Photo credit: dr. Jennifer Holvoet)
* My gratitude goes to Dr. Jennifer Holvoet for sharing family 
recollections with me and providing me with photographs and 
excerpts from the Holvoet family history book, edited in 1998.
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one of the members of the district school board, was 
the type of man any community could be proud to call 
one of its own. His plans were those which would be 
for the betterment of his people and with that thought 
in his mind he would go out of his way to bring them 
about. Testimony to his many friends could be seen 
Wednesday morning when cars lined the street in 
front of the church and banks of beautiful flowers 
gave mute evidence of the esteem in which Charley 
was held. Truly Hotchkiss and community has lost 
a valuable citizen in the untimely death of Charley 
Holvoet.
Alice lived until age 86. She passed away in January 
1973. Just like her uncle Cyriel, she rests at the 
Riverside Cemetery in Hotchkiss.
The Bissegem branches (3) – Emiel’s modest life at the 
periphery of the ‘Riviera of the Midwest’
Emiel Coolsaet from Bissegem lived his whole adult 
life in Detroit – probably without knowing that 
another Coolsaet family also lived in the same area 
– Hector and Remi and his progeny. The latter was 
not aware of the presence of the former either. 
Upon arriving on American soil, Emiel joined his 
half-brother Alfons Haezebrouck at 620½, Monroe 
Av, Detroit. When he was drafted in 1918 (to 1919) 
he declared to be unemployed. He would never go 
to war however, but even so acquired the veteran’s 
status. 
Shortly after the First World War, Emiel married 
Blanche Haezebrouck. Blanche, born in France 
(Maubeuge) but living in Brussels, spoke French 
and Flemish. Earlier, she had been married to 
Joseph A. Polley. When Joseph Polley emigrated 
to America, she soon joined him in Detroit (in 
1912), accompanied by their 4-year old son, 
Camiel A. Polley. Around 1921 however, they had 
divorced and Blanche married Emiel. 
With Blanche and her son Camiel, Emiel moved to 
1416 Lakepointe, Grosse Pointe Park, Wayne 
County, MI. This neighborhood was the 
westernmost part of what was once an old French 
and Belgian fishing and farming colony east of 
Detroit. But these farms were rapidly being 
replaced by summer estates for the country’s 
affluent. When Belgian immigrants, often brick 
layers and carpenters, started to arrive in significant 
numbers they turned this neighborhood into 
a modest Belgian colony. As a result, wealthy 
Detroiters, seeking to separate themselves from 
the newcomers, moved northwards to Grosse 
Pointe Farms, Shores and Woods, transforming 
these into a reclusive Riviera of the Midwest with 
luxurious landscaped estates.¹³ The small Belgian 
neighborhood – three parallel streets, less than two 
miles to the east of another Belgian community, 
around the legendary Cadieux Café – became 
known as the Cabbage Patch, as a reference to the 
vegetable the Belgians grew in their yards.
For many decades this remained a vibrant Belgian 
community, that kept alive the old country 
traditions of pigeon races and archery. Moreover, 
during the Prohibition of the 1920s – when Emiel 
moved in – Grosse Pointe served as a favorite 
landing place for rumrunners, who illegally 
imported liquor from neighboring Windsor, 
Canada, over the international waters of Lake St. 
Clair.¹⁴
In June 1920, Emiel’s elder brother Adolf came to 
visit him in Detroit. Upon entering the U.S. he 
declared his intention not to return to Belgium. 
But Adolf’s name was never mentioned in the city 
directories. Apparently he changed his mind and, 
at an unknown moment, he returned to Belgium. 
He died in Bissegem in 1952.
Emiel spent many years in a succession of menial 
jobs: excavator contractor in 1925, cement worker 
in 1931, assembler in 1935 and again excavator 
in 1939. His last recorded occupation was as a 
mechanic at the Hudson Naval Plant (Detroit) 
in 1942. After that date, Emiel disappears from 
Detroit’s City Directories. In the meantime his 
name has been spelled in different ways: Coolzedt, 
Coolzeet and Coolzaet. It was apparently after 
the Second World War that he adopted this 
last spelling (with a ‘z’) as his official one, since 
Blanche’s headstone at Mt Olivet Cemetery in 
Detroit (deceased in 1948) carries this name.
The information is incomplete, but probably after 
Blanche’s death in 1948, Emiel remarried Clara 
Kuehl (or Kuell) from Detroit. Emiel had no 
children, neither with Blanche nor with Clara. 
Emiel died in Detroit in June 1980, Clara a year 
later. According to her obituary in de Gazette 
van Detroit, Clara however had a son, Norman 
O. Koch, most likely from an earlier marriage. 
Emiel and Clara are buried together at Mt. Olivet 
Cemetery, Detroit. But their common grave carries 
no headstone. At the time of his death, he was still 
a member of the Belgian American Century Club 
in Detroit – at its inception, a very selective 100 
member club (only men) who pledged to help each 
other in case of death or other needy circumstance.
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1. 1416 Lakepointe, where Emiel and Blanche lived in the 1920s
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But with the generations passing these bonds 
rapidly waned. For Remi’s offspring, becoming 
mainstream Americans didn’t take three 
generations. In the case of the Coolsaet 
immigration the second generation had already 
shed most of its Belgian roots. 
In Belgium, the Coolsaet branch Hector and Remi 
originated from, has altogether died out. Charles 
Louis, Constant’s younger brother and thus the 
uncle of Hector and Remi, had a large offspring 
though. Many however died in infancy. This 
was also the tragic fate of his only son to build a 
family, Leon Joseph, whose children most all were 
stillborn. His last surviving daughter, Christiane 
(married to Etienne De Bruyn), belonging to the 
same generation as Allan and Remi Jr., was the 
last family member of this branch to carry the 
Coolsaet family name. She passed away in Aalst 
(East Flanders) in 2009, at age 76.
Soon after the Coolsaets migrated to the United States, 
the fortunes of their families back in Belgium 
started to improve. In 1921, the prominent 
contemporary Flemish writer Stijn Streuvels 
described how a whirlwind had swept over the 
country, transforming the Flemish countryside 
in ways unseen before. Daily life improved 
dramatically and gone were the large crowds of 
journeymen who all day long from early in the 
morning until late in the evening worked on the 
farms of their well-off owners.¹⁵
In America, most Coolsaets didn’t discover streets 
paved with gold – the ultimate American Dream 
of so many migrants at that time. Only one 
branch became well-off financially. Most lived a 
fairly acceptable, modest life, some lived through 
a lifelong succession of menial jobs, and some 
simply faded away in this vast country. Some lie 
buried almost anonymously, without a headstone. 
Some disappeared altogether without leaving any 
trace. Of all the Coolsaet immigrants only Alice 
and Remi founded a family. Alice became part 
of the widely dispersed Holvoet diaspora in the 
United States. And so, only Remi’s children were 
progenitors of the Coolsaet family name. They 
were (and still are) concentrated around Grosse Ile, 
but with family members living (or having lived in) 
Chicago, Kentucky, Florida, Missouri, New york, 
Colorado and Canada.
The original migrants, such as Remi and Hector, Alice 
and Emiel remained in close contact with their 
homeland and with the Flemish newspapers that 
were edited in different states. Alice’s husband 
Odile ‘Charley’ Holvoet was a member of the 
Belgian-American Society. At the time of his death, 
Emiel was still a member of the very selective 
Belgian American Century Club in Detroit. 
According to his son Allan in 2013, Remi has 
always been very proud of being Belgian. He even 
stimulated genealogical research into his own 
family history. This resulted in two handwritten 
albums with a detailed reconstruction of the 
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1. Coolsaetstraat in Bissegem, near Kortrijk in Belgium (2008)
2. Coolsaet Lane on Grosse ile, Michigan (2013)
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Constant Barbara-Therese Ermonia Maria Heliodor 
Joseph Augusta Polydoor Maria Celina Jérome Remi 
Marvel Molle Hector Allan Hector Edween Paula Remi 
Leo Jr. Patricia Ann Amanda Grace Remi Allan Margaret 
Edween Donald Leslie Albert Christopher Allan Kathleen 
Paula Ann Robert Allan Lynn Susan John Michael Janice 
Marie Jeffrey Allan Mary Lorène Karen Louise William
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